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When a motor, fan, pump, blower, or other piece 
of machinery suddenly breaks down on a production 
line, it can take from several hours to several days to 
recover, resulting in enormous fi nancial losses due to 
production stoppages during the downtime.  In order 
to prevent these types of sudden failures, measures 
are increasingly being taken to perform preventive 
maintenance to monitor motors and other machinery 
for abnormal vibration. Furthermore, in recent years, 
companies have been increasingly adopting Internet of 
Things (IoT) technology into their maintenance opera-
tions as a key policy.  This has expanded the applica-
tion of initiatives for measuring vibration.  However, 
when companies endeavor to incorporate vibration 
measurement initiatives into their maintenance tasks, 
maintenance personnel often fi nd it very diffi cult to es-
tablish threshold values to use as judgment standard 
values for caution and danger states.  Therefore, many 
companies have been hesitant to adopt actual mea-
sures.  The “Wiserot” diagnostic system for rotating 
machine vibration utilizes the expertise cultivated by 
Fuji Electric as a manufacturer of rotating machinery 
to provide solutions that enable operators to effec-
tively troubleshoot problems.  Recently, Fuji Electric 
has launched a LAN-connected Wiserot system that 
can process large amounts of data to meet the need of 
precise diagnosis at higher resolutions than ever.  It 
can be used in conjunction with conventional wireless 
Wiserot systems.

1. LAN-Connected Wiserot

The conventional wireless Wiserot system is de-
signed to ease installation work and provided with a 
battery and 314-MHz specifi c low power wireless con-
nection to build complete wireless system.  However, 
they are not suitable for transmitting a suffi cient 
amount of data to accurately identify locations of fail-
ure. Recently, we have released a LAN-connected vi-
bration sensor that uses wired communications and 
continuous power feeding (an AC adapter) to transmit 
a large amount of data.  It can be operated in conjunc-
tion with wireless types depending on the installation 
site and other circumstances.  Figure 1 shows the ex-
ternal appearance of a LAN-connected vibration sensor 
and Fig. 2 shows a system confi guration.
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(a) Supports large-volume data transmission, en-
abling data transmission up to 262,144 points 
instead of the 4,096 points supported by con-
ventional types.  This has greatly improved the 
resolution of fast Fourier transformation (FFT) 
frequency analysis from 6.25 Hz to 0.09 Hz, al-

Fig.1  LAN-connected vibration sensor
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Fig.2  LAN-connected Wiserot system confi guration
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lowing precise diagnosis and accurate identifica-
tion of locations of bearing failure.

(b) Uses Ethernet*1 communication to eliminate the 
need for conventional wireless repeaters (LAN 
adapters, transceivers).  This makes it possible 
to build a simple system, while eliminating the 
need for specialized wireless environment sur-
veys during field installation work.

2. Overview of “Wiserot”

The Wiserot monitors motors and mechanical 
equipment for signs of failure by measuring mechani-
cal vibration and bearing vibration of them while 
switching signal frequency bands.

Our previously released wireless Wiserot system 
(see Fig. 3) has been introduced in various industrial 
fields, such as steel, chemical, automobile, food and 
beverage fields.  To meet many needs from Japanese 
companies abroad, it has obtained certifications for 
wireless network not only in Japan, but also in the EU, 
India, Southeast Asia, Taiwan and China.  Our recently 
released LAN-connected Wiserot has the following 
functions same  as the wireless type.
(1) Comprehensive monitoring of equipment

The summary screen displays equipment status 
(i.e., normal, caution or danger) for monitoring failure 

sign. When the status changes to caution or danger, 
operators can check failure signs on  the monitoring 
screen for each piece of equipment.
(2) Trend monitoring

Trend graphs of machine vibration, bearing vibra-
tion and temperature is designed to monitor medium- 
and long-term trends.  This allows operators absolute 
and relative judgment by identifying the status (nor-
mal, caution or danger) with threshold values.
(3) Cause analysis with FFT frequency analysis

FFT frequency analysis is used to drill down on 
causes of failure after finding out failure signs in trend 
graphs.  Frequency analysis of mechanical vibration 
identifies mechanical failures such as imbalance and 
misalignment.  Frequency analysis of bearing vibration 
identifies bearing failures, such as grease depletion, in-
ner ring damage and outer ring damage, as well as to 
determine locations of failure.

As shown in Fig. 2, the Wiserot systems are avail-
able in on-site and cloud-based systems.

3. Diagnostic judgment method

Mechanical vibration and bearing vibration are 
measured using the bands shown in Table 1.
(1) Mechanical vibration judgment (low-frequency vi-

bration)
For mechanical vibration caused by imbalance and 

misalignment, the system comes with absolute judg-
ment standard data in accordance with JIS B0906, 
which is a general guideline for measuring and evalu-
ating mechanical vibration.  With the data, It deter-
mines a status of normal, caution or danger depending 
on the rated capacity of the rotating machine.  The sys-
tem also enables operators to set a relative judgment 
standard value according to the inherent conditions of 
the customer’s equipment, such as the rigidity of the 
installation location.  This facilitates finely-tuned op-
eration based on the equipment and installation envi-
ronment.
(2) Bearing vibration judgment (high-frequency vibra-

tion)
Conventionally, it has been difficult for company 

*1  Ethernet is a trademark or registered trademark of Fuji 
Xerox Co., Ltd.
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Fig.3  Wireless "Wiserot"

Table 1  Diagnostic items and judgment standard

Diagnostic item Measurement 
bandwidth Vibration type Judgment item Judgment standard

Mechanical vibration Low frequency
(10 to 250 Hz)

Velocity (mm/s) Root mean square Absolute judgment based on the vibration 
evaluation standard (JIS B0906)

Displacement 
(µm)

Overall,
Rotational speed component (n), 
electromagnetic component (2f)

Relative judgment

Bearing vibration High frequency
(1 to 10 kHz) Acceleration (G)

Root mean square Relative judgment

Q value (bearing diagnosis judg-
ment value)

Absolute judgment of rolling bearings based 
on Fuji Electric’s own standards

* The threshold value settings can be changed by users in accordance with the various site conditions.
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personnel to establish threshold values that can be 
used as judgment standard for abnormal bearing vi-
bration due to bearing damage or grease depletion.  
However, the Wiserot comes with absolute judgment 
standard Q values that Fuji Electric, a rotating ma-
chine manufacturer, has uniquely established. Using 
the judgment standard  Q values makes it easy for op-
erators to establish threshold values, because thresh-
old values are automatically adjusted by simply input-
ting the bearing type and rotation speed of the equip-
ment to be monitored.
(3) Removal of Inverter carrier vibration noise

In inverter-driven rotating machines, carrier vibra-
tion noise is superimposed in regions of high-frequency 
vibration. Therefore, when monitoring bearing condi-
tion by measuring high-frequency vibration, the sys-
tem can make a misjudgment due to superimposed car-
rier vibration noise on the inherent bearing vibration.  
This means that bearing vibration that is typically 
judged as normal may be misjudged as danger.

The Wiserot uses unique filtering technology to 
remove carrier vibration noise and measure only the 
inherent vibration of the bearings to ensure accurate 
judgments.

Start of order acceptance
Japan: April 2020
Abroad: Scheduled from FY2022

Product Inquiries
Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
Business Planning Department, Field Services Divi-
sion, Power Electronics Systems Industry Business 
Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
Phone: +81-3-5435-7278
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